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Kiss of life
"kiss of life" reviewed by Makayla Reppert on June 12,
2012

view in catalog
Name:
Makayla Reppert
Grade:
10
Title:

kiss of life
Author:
unknown
Genre:
romance
Write a review of the book, including plot points, if you wish:
Phoebe has love problems in her life. on on hand she is in love with Tommy, a football playing
zombie, who thinks a kiss from the one he loves will make him more human. although on the
other hand there is Atom who took a bullet for Phoebe. now Atom is a zombie and is
struggling to do simple walking and talking tasks. Who will she chose?
Similar authors or titles?:
Generation Dead
Would you recommend this book?:
to all romance and fanticy lovers
Rate Your Read:

.ISBN:
9781423109235
Kiss of life
Add new comment

.

"kiss of life" reviewed by katarina on June 24, 2009

view in catalog
Name:
katarina
Grade:
8
Title:
kiss of life
Author:
daniel waters
Genre:
fantasy
Write a review of the book, including plot points, if you wish:
in this sequel of generation dead, pheobe has decided that she is going to spend as much
time as she can to help adam after he died in her arms. she already knows how he feels
toward her but she does not yet know what she feels towards him. in this book the zombies
have many more problems to face. some of the zombies are turning against the others and
have created problems for everyone. now the police have their eyes on them. phoebe along
with others have to deal in some ways with this and they try to help. through all of this phoebe
may have realized her true feelings but does she end up with tommy or adam? so you will
have to just take a look at this question filling book and you won't want to put it down!

Similar authors or titles?:
generation dead (1/2)
Would you recommend this book?:
yes!!!:)
Rate Your Read:

.ISBN:
9781423109235
Kiss of life
Add new comment
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